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History
• Current configuration of Utah Trust Lands created in 1994 with
approximately 3.5 million surface acres.
• Roughly half of initial grant
• Traditional revenue sources
•
•
•
•
•

Oil and Gas leasing
Minerals – Surface and Sub Surface
Grazing and Agriculture
Special Uses and Easements
Land Sales at Auction
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Utah Trust Lands Set Up to Innovate
• Utah model was set up as Independent Agency in the quasigovernmental model
• Independent Board of Trustees
• Self Funding
• Ability to operate “Other Business Arrangements”

• With these abilities was there room to enter the Real Estate
Development realm in some capacity other than as a pure land
seller?
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What Makes Value?
• Intrinsic Value Drivers - Market
•
•
•
•

Scarcity – How much land is there?
Transferability – Can it be sold or used?
Utility – Can it be used?
Demand – Does anybody want it?

• Intrinsic Value Drivers – Characteristics
•
•
•
•

Soils
Slopes
Utility Access
Transportation Access
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What Builds Value?
• Extrinsic Value Drivers
•
•
•
•

Is it entitled for it’s highest and best use?
Is it planned for it’s highest and best use?
Is it engineered for utilities and transportation?
Is it graded?

• Each of these steps build value in land a create more value up front
than simply selling it raw.
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Questions ‘97 and ‘98
• The Real Estate Planning and Development team at Utah Trust Lands
was formed in 1996.
• In 1997 and 1998 the Trust started asking some of the preceding
questions about our land holdings.
• Approximately 300,000 acres of holdings were identified to study and
pursue.
• Most of the urban interface holdings were gone long ago. Most would
have to wait until cities and counties grew to them, except in the deserty,
south west corner of the state.
• Washington County grew later than northern Utah and presented
opportunities to start models of development in partnership with the
private market.
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Development Models
• Sale of raw land through auction or advertisement.
• Sale of land once planned and entitled
• Self develop land
• Stub off site utilities and transportation
• Full development with all pertinent internal utilities, transportation
infrastructure and grading.
• Requires capital investment of land owner.

• Partner and Hold Model
• Hold title to land in partnership with a private partner who invests cash in
infrastructure.
• Land owner is paid at final sale.
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Experimentation
• Utah Trust Lands trialed all of the different types of development
models.
• Started with simply building value through entitlement and
planning
• Trust capital is used to hire engineers and planners to complete work.
• Land is then sold through a competitive RFP process.

• Eventually did a full self development model at Sienna Hills in
Washington County
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Sienna Hills History
• Started planning in 2000
• Built interchange in conjunction with UDOT in 2003
• Started initial backbone infrastructure of roads, mass graded pads
and park in 2004 and completed in late 2006.
• Went to market with initial phases in 2007.
• Market crashed in 2008.
• Slow down of market “trapped” capital for several years.
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Inflection Point
• The market correction of 2008 created an inflection point for the
Real Estate Development Group. Self develop, sell raw or find a
hybrid approach?
• Could the Trust participate in development upside without putting
significant amounts of capital at timing risk?
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Partner and Hold Model
• Contract between the Trust and a private development partner.
• Trust grants rights to develop the property while maintaining ownership
during development stage.
• Eliminates carrying cost of land and property tax for the private partner.

• Private partner agrees to invest capital into full development of the
parcel, including marketing and selling.
• Trust gets paid for land holding when property is sold to an end user.
• Payment is a gross percentage of final home or lot price.
• This allows the land owner to ride the value wave created by planning
and development of the property.
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Real World Example
Green Springs – Washington Utah
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A Case to Hold and Partner
• Both projects are within 2 miles of one another
• Both projects are roughly similar in size, density and market
• Both projects started within months of one another
• Brio was executed as a sale of raw land
• Green Springs was executed under the Hold and Partner model.
• What was the result?
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Time to Geek Out on Numbers
• Cash Returns
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Invested Return Analysis
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Conclusions of this Case?
• Having two development projects being so geographically close, and
sharing a nearly identical timing, partnering with a developer to ride
the values of a successful development can be more lucrative than the
straight cash fee-simple model. Although not all proposed projects
will yield these same results (soils issues, market crashes, and other
development related hardships could tip the scales in favor of a
straight sale), the value of development leases with well-capitalized,
experienced developers were made clear through these two similar
residential development projects.
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So Where Has this Led Us?
• Multiple Hold and Partner models throughout the state
• High value returns outpacing the market on both price per acre and
rate of return
• A building reputation as a preferred land partner in the
development community.
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Locally Driven Smart Growth
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Plan regionally, implement locally
• Conserve water and maintain air and water quality
• Guard signature scenic landscapes
• Provide rich, connected, natural recreation and open space
• Build balanced transportation
• Focus growth in walkable centers that include housing, jobs
and services
• Direct growth inward
• Provide a broad range of housing types
• Reserve key areas for industry to grow the economic pie
• Engage in focused and strategic public-lands conversion
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Questions?
Kyle Pasley
(435) 619-3164
kylepasley@utah.gov

